
Visualizing your most
important memories forever

Kova Films
 



For the best
wedding video

experience
 

I am all about collaboration; producing the

best video, best quote, that is totally custom

for you is what i strive for! After viewing my

services and packages there's a

questionnaire to get an idea of specific

wants and needs dependent on your

wedding! 

 

The packages below is to get a baseline idea

of my pricing, however i believe that every

wedding is unique, some couples want

certain things and some dont care to have

other things. Why pay more for something

you dont need? 

 

Below you will also see some additional

products that will further enhance your

video that are of option to you. After you

read this document, take note of everything

you must have, everything you dont need

and feel free to email, message or call me for

any questions or concerns, so we can further

discuss a custom quote that works for you!

LET'S TALK!

make it custom for you



Highlight Video 

High-Def Video 

Multi. Cameras 

Full Ceremony coverage 

Full Reception Coverage

Cinematic Private Shoot

Raw Footage

Client Revisions

All-day coverage

 

PACKAGES

B A S I C  V I D E O G R A P H Y  

2 ,000$

Full Feature Video 

Highlight Video 

High-Def Video 

Multi. Cameras 

Multi. Locations 

Slideshow/Montage 

Full Ceremony coverage 

Full Reception Coverage 

Cinematic Private Shoot

Add'l Hours 

Raw Footage

Client Revisions

All-day coverage

M O S T  P O P U L A R  V I D E O G R A P H Y

3 ,000$

 

 

Full Ceremony coverage  - Full coverage, multiple angles/cameras, high quality recorded audio of 

ceremony. 

 

Full Reception Coverage - This is full coverage, nonstop me hitting that record button, getting the 

best shots possible. 

 

Add'l Hours - Additional hours could include getting to the event earlier and getting more shots, 

also any additional after wedding footage. Or if the wedding is going behind schedule don't worry i 

stay till everything needed is shot!

 

Client Revisions - I believe you shouldn't have to pay extra for Revisions, this is your video! i will 

always revise to the way you want it! 

 

Full Feature Video - This usually entails a longer film, Anywhere 10 to 20 minutes in length this will 

have longer shots, full day coverage, more length to speeches and a all around longer video of the 

whole day, This is good for you to watch as a family. 

 

High-Def Video - Always included is my High Def and 4K Cameras, You deserve the top best quality 

no matter what! 

 

Highlight Video - The highlight video is a great way to watch the whole wedding day in a pinch. You 

get the best shots and the most entertainment. This is short and perfect for sharing with friends and 

family! 

 

Multi. Cameras - Always i will bring multiple High Def cameras to capture multiple angles of the 

wedding! 

 

Multi. Locations - If your wedding has multiple locations this is included in package. 

 

Raw Footage - This is my pet peeve. I believe raw footage is rightfully yours no matter what! I will 

always return all footage i captured your wedding day. Included in both of my packages.

 

Slideshow/Montage - If you absolutely loved your the photos your photographer took or your uncle 

Joe took on his cellphone, it is no problem to make them into a fun and entertaining slideshow! 

 

Cinematic Private Shoot - This will be around a half hour of  exclusive private shooting of just the 

bride and groom, i will be getting the most cinematic shots possible.

This includes Interviews and vow reads.

 

Limited 6 hours shooting - from the time i arrive to the venue up to 6 hours later is the time you 

have me for. perfect for shorter wedding days! Or if you are the couple who doesn't need to party all 

day. if you want me to capture more or if the wedding is behind schedule, you can add on add'l 

hours at my editing and shooting rate. Invoice will be sent after wedding.

SERVICE DETAILS

Never compromise on life's
countless and most precious

moments.



Obviously, you have seen that both packages provide basically the same thing so what gives?

After five years of shooting weddings as part of a service, I provide through Kova Films, and five years

working professionally in the event industry. I have come to learn that providing an experience is the best

service I can provide to my clients. Providing a seamless, worry-free, and fun experience is what I strive for. 

 

So that is why I have narrowed down what I believe is the clearest and most concise packages that

provide everything most people want in a wedding film. No "build your own package" that's extra work for

you. No hidden fees, no leaving in the middle of your wedding due to limited hours, no you having to ask

for additional hours, no you doing anything more than you need to!

Below is my super easy pricing and services, no need for any embellishment or selling. 

 

What you are getting from me no matter what
Both packages include me for as long as you need me for your wedding day. 

Both packages include my full kit, lights, microphones, etc

Both packages include me covering any and all ceremonies, speeches, and vows

Both packages include RAW footage, revisions, and a unique private shoot to your liking.

Both packages include highlight films and a 1-minute teaser for sharing

 

The big difference
The "Basic Package" only has the highlight video, this will include speeches or vows in the video but not

in their entirety. This video will be more of a creative montage unique to your wedding and will be under

10 min. This package is perfect for smaller weddings or elopements and only includes one location,

 

The "Most Popular Package" has everything the Basic has but with a Feature-length video.

The feature-length video will be anywhere from 10 to 20 minutes. It will be edited in chronological order

as events happen. This will be great to watch back your whole wedding day as it happens, it will also be

great to share to anyone who missed the wedding, This, of course, will have speeches and vows in their

entirety with B-roll over it, These videos can also be looked at almost like a stylized mini-doc.

 

Whatever you choose you are getting my years of event industry experience and my

whole 100% love and passion for making your wedding film. 

 

CONT. SERVICE DETAILS



Wedding Video
Questionnaire 

What is your name, phone
number, email and wedding

venue?
How long is your wedding

day? 
What do you look for in a

wedding video? 
What are your favorite type of

shots? 
Mostly indoor or outdoor? 

Estimated number of guests? 
Whats the most important part

of a wedding video in your
opinion? 

What absolutely has to be in
the video? 

Do you want anything unique
or particular in your video? 

What would be your set goal
for me?

Add Ons
Second Shooter - Having a second shooter
can provide multiple angles, more footage

which leads to an easier post workflow.
Having a second shooter can also take
some of my workload while shooting,

which can lead to better shots and a less
stressful environment. 

 
Drone Footage - Drones are very popular

now in all aspects of film. This can provide
amazing wide landscape shots of the

venue and really show the setting. 
 

Guest Interviews - This can be great to
personalize your video. Capture the true

words and vibes of the day.



BRENAN
KOVACH

Videographer // Filmmaker // Photographer

GET IN TOUCH
+360-850-2758

brenankovach@kovafilms.com
www.Kovafilms.com

Visualizing your
most important

memories forever


